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Abstract 
Time serles a n a l e s  and spectral analysis of data have Important appllcatlons m most ar- 
eas of sclence and engineering They have become even more critlcal in the present day when 
mountans of data are generated and sophisticated techmques are essential to dlscern under- 
lying patterns and causal relations One prlme example of this is in the area of neuroscience 
where recent advances m technology generate multi-channel slgnals over mult~ple trlals Such 
data is best modeled using stochastic processes like multivar~ate autoregresslve models In 
this thesls, a-e study three problems related to time serles analysis of neurobiologcal slgnals 
The pon7er spectrum of most signals encountered in neuroscience change with time as the 
slgnals are non-statlonary On the other hand, the standard spectral analysis techniques are 
valid only for statlonary processes To get around t h s  problem, we must analyze the signals 
using short-time wmdows of 50-100ms duration In this thes~s, we compare two modern 
methods for estimating the power spectrum for short t ~ m e  serles, namely adaptlve multl 
var~ate autoregressive (AMVAR) and multitaper methods By analyzing a simulated signal 
(embedded in a background Ornstein Uhlenbeck noise process), we demonstrate that the 
AMVAR method performs better at detecting short bursts of oscdlat~ons when compared to 
the multitaper methods We also demonstrate that AMVAR method can detect peaks In the 
coherence spectrum of a noisy bivar~ate time series even though the corresponding peaks In 
the individual power spectra are undetectable due to nose 
Havlng deterrmned that AMVAR method 1s su~table for analysis of short data, we then 
apply lt to data from a neuroscience experiment By perforwng short window spectral 
analysis on local field potent~al (LFP) data from the motor cortex of macaque monkeys 
perforang a visual dscr~wnation task, we find that AMVAR method is able to rel~ably 
detect the duration of beta oscdlations 
The second part of the thesis deals wlth prediction of hand movement direction pnor to 
the start of the actud movement This study is part of a larger area of research on brmn 
machine mterfaces This research has potent~al apphcatlons m developing neural prosthesis 
for the benefit of amputees and paralyzed patients In t h s  thesis, we consider an experiment 
where a macaque monkey moves ~ t s  hand m one of the eight hrections based on vlsual 
cues. The goal is to predict the direct~on of movement correctly before the hand movement 
actually starts The signals are recorded from an array of m~croelectrodes implanted m the 
monkey's motor cortex. The problem now reduces to uslng a s~ngle trial multichannel data 
and class~fylng it in the appropriate direction of hand movement By computmng the power 
In the gamma frequency band for each channel and trial in all directions, we devise various 
methods to predict the direction of movement from a single trial multichannel data We 
use several classlficatlon schemes such as Mahalanobls distance, Bhattacharya drstance and 
Gaussran quadratic norm and obtaln successful predictions slgnlficantl~ above the random 
chance level 
Obtaning causal~ty relations among signals is Important m ldentlf~lng f~nctlonal rela- 
tions between d~fferent reglons of the braln However, the real world rr~ult1channel time 
serles data generated by experiments m neuroscrence are inevitably corrupted by noise (both 
measurement nolse and 'norse' due to rrrelevant background processes) The th11-d part of 
the them deals m t h  the effect of measurement noise on causality as quantified by Granger 
causahty spectra Granger causahty can be defined for a pa r  of LFP recordings by modeling 
them as stochastlc processes One stochastlc process IS sad  to have a causal Influence on 
the other If the resrdual error in the autoregressive model of the second process (at a given 
pornt of trme) IS reduced by lncorporatlng measurements from the first 
Flrst we analytrcally studled the effect of added nolse on Granger causal~ty m blvarrate 
autoregresslve processes We are able to derlve how this effect depends on the system pa- 
rameters for AR(1) and AR(2) processes We are able to demonstrate that added norse can 
grve rlse to spurlous causalrty and also suppress true causal~ty We confirm these findings 
through numerical s~mulatrons We then provlde a practrcal solutlon to thls problem by 
lmplementrng a denolslng algor~thm based on the Kalman smoother and the Expectat~on 
Maxlmzation algorrthm We show that the correct causal relatrons are restored when the 
denolsed data 1s used 
We finally apply the above analysls to LFP recordrngs from drstr~buted neuronal assem- 
blles m somatosensory and motor cortlces of macaque monkeys as they malntmned steady 
motor output whle presslng a hand lever in a vlsual d~scrrmlnatlon task We are able to 
resolve discrepancies observed m earher studres by uslng the above algorithm 
